IT PAYS
TO BE
THE EXPERT
MOBILE
EXPERT
AVERAGE
TOTAL COMP $51,000 per year ur
STOCK GRANT
$1,000 per year
TARGET INCENTIVE
$18,000 per year

Being the expert at a T-Mobile store is exciting, challenging, and fun. You get
the thrill of turning a customer into a fan. The challenge of problem-solving
and creating solutions. You get to work with great people who always cheer
you on in a place that encourages you to #BeYou. It’s an experience you can’t
get anywhere else. And the rewards are plenty!

Top Pay
Premium Base Pay – Start on day one by earning an hourly rate
between $13.50 and $18.00/hour, based on location.
Monthly Incentive – Full-time Mobile Experts have an $18,000
annual target incentive in addition to their base pay, with the
opportunity to earn even more!
Stock Grant – $1,000 worth of T-Mobile stock granted each year,
because everyone is an owner!

Tuition Assistance
T-Mobile pays up to $5,250 per year for tuition assistance
BASE PAY
$32,000 per year

Plus, partnerships with several schools where tuition is even FREE

Professional Development
Continuous learning & development from in-the-game leaders
Exposure to other career paths within the world of T-Mobile

Rockstar Benefits
Medical, dental and vision

tmobile.careers/retail

401(k) match and Employee Stock Purchase Plan
Discounts on rate plans and accessories
Paid parental leave and childcare reimbursement

BETTER LIFE. BETTER PAY.
You’re the face of our brand in a T-Mobile store–and we want your compensation to reflect that! As a Mobile Expert and
depending on where you live, you’ll earn an hourly rate between $13.50 and $18.00/hour.. You’re also eligible for an incentive
plan and special monthly incentives. In fact, our Mobile Experts earn an average of $28/hour. For a Mobile Expert working
35 hours per week, that comes to over $50,000 a year! Our high performers earn even more. Throw in an annual $1,000 stock
grant, tuition assistance, and other financial, health and lifestyle perks, and your total rewards package is worth even more.

Grow with us.
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We’ll always recognize and invest in the team
that makes us #FamousforService!
tmobile.careers/retail

Follow us @tmobilecareers

#BeMagenta

Numbers shown are national averages for full-time Mobile Experts. T-Mobile is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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